INTEGRATED APPROACH TO FUEL MANAGEMENT IN POWER GENERATION COMPANIES
Solution for Improved Electricity Cost Control
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The Power Generation companies world over operate in a complex environment of fluctuating fuel prices and revenues determined through variable tariff determination methods.

Among the various types of power plants in operation in the world viz. hydro, thermal, nuclear, renewable and geothermal – the thermal power plants constitute the largest category. Furthermore, coal as a fuel source is responsible for nearly 42% of world’s electricity generation [1]. The fuel cost is the single largest component of the cost of electricity produced in thermal power plants. In countries like India the fuel cost in such plants is more than 65% of total annual expenditure (for NTPC, the figure stands at 77% [2]) of the plants.

Fuel procurement, logistics and eventual delivery are prone to numerous uncertainties, forcing companies to pile up fuel inventory - typically around ten days of operational requirement. The capital locked up in carrying such huge inventory is substantial, around USD 1 million for a 2X 500 MW plant. This is because the loss on account of plant outage due to non-availability of fuel can be as much as USD 10 million for the same 10 day period [3].

Since the set of activities that comprise fuel management in these companies viz. planning, contracting, procurement, logistics, delivery and fuel accounting are managed in a disparate manner with multiple teams and associated systems, inefficiencies creep in. The need is to integrate the entire set of these activities from planning to accounting, with appropriate automation to ensure maintenance of the right size of fuel inventory and uninterrupted power generation. This means that the information systems and models that manage these disparate functions need to be integrated. Such integration should provide companies the complete information necessary for inventory right sizing and uninterrupted plant operation resulting ultimately in improved profitability.

The paper intends to explain the issues in managing the portfolio of activities constituting fuel management and an overview of the systems used to manage these activities. The paper then proceeds to suggesting an approach to integrating the activities and how useful improvements can be brought into the fuel management process through integration of managing systems.
Power generation companies, including those that operate thermal power plants, are typically not vertically integrated. They source their requirements for fuels such as coal/oil/gas from fuel companies and sign transportation and liaison agreements to ensure delivery of fuel to the power plants. The nature of the fuel sourcing business demands scouting for the right contracts by planning well in advance. This requires accurate demand forecasting abilities by the power plants. Inaccurate forecasting might result either in plant outage on account of lack of fuel or capital locked up on account of higher fuel inventories.

Although, the power plants are typically located closer to the mines/gas terminals, which need not always be the case. Most plants rely on transportation services to deliver fuel from their sources to the power plants. The transportation mode can be rail/road/ferry or pipelines in case of gaseous/liquid fuel. The infrastructure needed for overhaul of fuel from source to plants is vast (in terms of coaches/vessels/carriages). Hence transportation contracts too are long term. Also, ensuring that the fuel is of the right quality requires the help of liaison and sampling agents interacting with the fuel and transportation contractors on the power company’s behalf.

Finally on the receipt of fuel at the plant, the power plant verifies the consignment against the stipulations of the fuel and transportation contracts.

Inventory management of fuel at the power stations involves accounting the fuel received, consumed and blended (at some plants only) of various categories. Precise accounting is crucial for optimal fuel burning and delivering the correct amount of power as demanded by the consumer.

In many plants around the world, the current state of automation and systems is such that the power plants have difficulty in forecasting accurate fuel requirements and placing contracts for optimum quantity of fuel well in advance. They find themselves lacking in systems that enable tracking fuel in transit and right-sizing fuel inventory at plants. A high level view of the requirements, orders, consignments in transit and inventory management indicators are rarely available in near-real time.

The challenge therefore is to effectively manage the single highest contributor to the production cost, i.e. fuel, by gaining useful insight of the various processes in fuel management. Companies that are able to do this can reduce wasteful expenses and production losses and boost profitability.
The way forward:

The high level view of the integrated fuel management solution consists of a package of modules.

- Demand forecasting – drawing inputs from all power plants based on:
  - Past consumption
  - Major Efficiency changes effected in the plants
  - Meteorological data of the plant site
  - Expected shutdown duration
  - Demand side imbalance

- Contract management
  - Listing major fuel suppliers along with their capacity and pricing details
  - Distributing requirements through orders among suppliers identified for the supply period

- Logistics and supporting processes
  - Identifying transporters in the modes of feasible transport and long-term contracts based on SLA
  - Contracting supporting agents for liaison and sampling activities

- Fuel handling and Inventory Management
  - Coal yard activities – Stacking, refueling and blending
  - Waste Handling (for Coal powered plants)
  - Ash Sale and disposal

Figure 2
Conclusion:

An integrated fuel management system is a need that is strongly felt by many thermal power companies around the world. There is a challenge in the integration of disparate real-time and transactional systems, and plant automation systems. However, a system that can successfully integrate the processes and provide a consolidated view of the complete process will provide great business value to the power generation companies.

The information available will be in near real time particularly on the transit status of fuel consignments to the management. The status of fuel contracts on account of utilization, due for renewal and the SLA adherence in all contracts will be readily viewable. The status of fuel inventory available in each of the plant sites will be available in near real time including details of fuel stock in yards and the latest update on quantity of fuel consumed.

For coal-powered plants, a direct view on the quantity of fuel burnt to quantity of ash generated, and how much of the ash has been commercially utilized will be available.

The information of each of the modules will serve as inputs to the other modules, thus enabling an integrated view of the entire fuel management process in the company. Relevant KPI of each of the sub-process shall be defined to measure the performance of the company in each functional area.

Benefits:

In the absence of an integrated system for the end-to-end fuel management process, the systems landscape consists of independent systems for demand forecasting, whose result may not be available to contracting systems used for fuel procurement. Procurement systems may not contain all the supplier options available for various fuels and timelines. Consignment system monitoring is rarely integrated to other systems of monitoring. Similarly, fuel handling and inventory management systems do not have key data mapped to MIS used by senior executives.

In case of thermal plants, ash utilization can be completely independent of other systems, preventing any benchmarking and monitoring activities by the management on the ash generated and utilized beneficially.

An integrated system for fuel management would enable:

- Accurate and reliable data from one stage of the process to be used as input in the other stages. Such integration helps define views and KPI that draw on data from each of the individual processes for tracking by the management.

- The situation on ground, in the absence of such systems, results in companies having poor visibility into the actual stock of fuel lying in the stock yards, thus leading to improper fuel planning and procurement.

- Timely action in contracts management is also facilitated as the status of utilization of these contracts becomes well known.

- Prescriptive steps due to logistic issues can also be addressed efficiently at the planning level itself with availability of such information to all the keys stakeholders.

- Regulatory and compliance reporting can be automated for all such reports related to fuel processes since all the information needed are integrated in one system.
Appendix 1: Technical Details

The schematic of the high level technical solution is shown below:

Figure 3
The individual modules of the package draw information from other independent systems to provide an integrated system for Fuel Management [4].
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